
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                

Pushwagner presents: Ruvan Wijesooriya in Window Box 
Opening Friday April 27 18.00 – 20.00 

Pushwagner Galleri is pleased to invite you to the opening of Ruvan Wijesooriya in Window 
Box. Pushwagner supports the young art scene by giving emerging artists space to show their 
work in Window Box, which presents monthly exhibitions curated by Thale Fastvold. 
 

              
 
Ruvan Wijesooriya is a photographer based in NYC. His unique vision blurs the lines 
between life, art and commerce in subject areas ranging from landscapes to fashion, music to 
flowers. His photographs record his interests, passions and inspirations, his approach always 
fun, genuine and curious. Ruvan exhibited in Stockholm last week; he shows in Copenhagen 
and London this May. His work decorates the set of the TV show Gossip Girl, where a 
character was based on him; his pictures are featured in the music documentary, “Shut Up and 
Play The Hits.” His work is collected by artists such as Ed Ruscha and Doug Aitken. 
 
For his Window Box debut the main photograph on display will be revealed once the 
audience has peeled off dozens of other, smaller photographs covering the main piece. These 
smaller works serve as keepsakes from attending the opening as well as insight into the range 
of his work while making a point about the selected single image – as if it took all the other 
images to create the one main image and vice versa. Ruvan’s exhibitons are generally less 
about the photographs themselves, and more about how people interact with the pictures, how 
the audience reuses them and how they are collected as objects. In this gesture, Ruvan’s 
artwork is made for him to share with others.  
 
Opening hours: April 27 – May 22 (day and night) 
 
For mer info, kontakt Galleri Pushwagner Adr. Tjuvholmen allé 10, tlf. 22 83 16 18 
Thale@pushwagner.com            www.pushwagner.com                  www.ruvan.com 


